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Concept of Operations {CONOPS) 

1 Mission 
2 
3 JFHQ-DODIN exercises command and control of DODIN Operations (DODIN Ops)1 and Defensive 
4 Cyberspace Operations-Internal Defensive Measures (DCO-IDM)2 globally in order to 
5 synchronize actions to project and protect DOD Component capabilities and activities that 
6 enable power projection and freedom of action across all warfighting domains. 
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Intent The DODIN is contested battlespace. It is constal),t tVretonnoitered and probed; it has 
been infiltrated and even attacked. Adversaries have demofi:~tra,ted a willingness and ability to 
deny our critical capabilities and infrastructure3 by attacking tM{ihformation systems, 
networks, and data that reside on the DODIN. T.h~ ,[>ODIN enables vjrtually all DOD activities 
from the Services' "man, train, and equip" fuqc;tl(Sri~ to business functi<>'r,s to full spectrum 
warfighting operations. Information and data'~~ t he DODIN encompa·s;:·rq,~tine 

communications, personally identifiable informati{>~ .(PII), rnti~J.~m critical da\,, and the DOD's 
most sensitive information. In shortt!b.e DODIN enable~, , .o :~uh ctions executetf ~y the DOD that 
give the United States an operation'j 'J ~~vc1n~age over any·a:~versary. For this reason, the 
DODIN will continue to be targeted b\fouY~nemi.es. . 

My intent is to fight and win on the DODIN. fhE!re is a continµous struggle to establish and 
maintain the initiative in ,this ba,ttlespace/ i~~bility to. ~o $PCou·rd l~c1d to mission failure for DoD 
Components. O.ur obj~t,t.ives afe <::J.early defi.ii~d ip ,Q9Hc~pf plan (CON PLAN) 8039, Operation 
GLADIATOR PHOENIX '(():C,P), and ~ j:>~ration G~Q(~'TOR SHi"~LO (OGS), as part ofthe "Secure, 
Operate, and Defend th~.PPDIN" lti:!~sion. In st{f~y-state, we will conduct DODIN Ops and 
DCO-IDM atthE! qperational J,v~IJ~}p~gvide acces.s. to and protect the information that resides 
on the D.Q.e!.Nt pr~j~~ t .he ob~ff:firito Jofrit 9P.~rat'f~6al areas to support Combatant Command 
(CCMQ}~~erational"ri!qlllr~ment~j;~,nd presetvif poo functions and traditional warfighting 

. '·''rt )·''-:. '.(:;;;<.;c,'.":". . ,,y;,:<>•\,_ }: .. 
capabilitl~~- JFHQ-DODIN is 1,1niquelypostured arid empowered to ensure we fight as a unified 

1 DODIN operations l re actions taken to design, build, configure, secure, operate, maintain, and sustain DOD 
communications syst~fns Md networt$Jo a way that creates and preserves data availability, integrity, 
confidentiality, as well as ~~~r{.enti · '' }entication and non-repudiation. These include proactive actions which 
address the entire DODIN, liie,l~~i1:' ri'figuration control and patching, IA measures and user training, physical 
security and secure architecture er. n, operation of host-based security systems and firewalls, and encryption of 
data. Although many DODIN operations activities are regularly scheduled events, they should not be considered 
routine or unimportant, since their aggregate effect establishes the security framework on which all DOD missions 
ultimately depend. 
2 DCO includes outmaneuvering adversaries taking or about to take offensive actions against defended networks, 
or otherwise responding to internal and external cyberspace threats. Most DCO occurs within the defended 
network. Internal defensive measures include mission assurance actions to dynamically reestablish, re-secure, 
reroute, reconstitute, or isolate degraded or compromised local networks to ensure sufficient cyberspace access 
for JFC forces. (JP 3-12). 
3 Critical Infrastructure refers to those assets on the DODIN under both the Defense Critical Infrastructure Program 
(DCIP) and DHS Critical Infrastructure and Key Resources (Cl/KR) National Infrastructure Protection Plan. 
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29 Joint Force to provide, project, secure, and actively defend the DODIN. If measured by 
30 doctrinal phases of the Joint Campaign, JFHQ-DODIN operates in Phase 3, "Dominate," to 
31 defeat attempts that restrict our maneuver and the full-utilization of the DODIN to enable DOD 
32 capabilities. 
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Focus Areas 

1. Support DOD Mission Essential Tasks and Functions Enabled by the DODIN. In steady-state 
and contingency operations, JFHQ-DODIN works alongsid i .upported command or agency 
to collectively develop situational understanding of ho :DODIN supports their mission. 

We will analyze the supported commander's or dir! i~i,,t•· ,J~,ission and mission essential 
tasks to identify DODIN dependencies. Once id~ntlf(~d, the,;~:W?ported command or agency 
will conduct DODIN Ops and DCO-IDM withi~ ! .h~\r authority,,~ij,bilities, and capacity to 
secure and actively defend DODIN-enableJMi~'sion critical tasks ''ltg.functions. As part of 
DODIN Ops, JFHQ-DODIN must assure the '··· · ·on by adding reduriclan~, resiliency, and 

~ ';'- '#"/fa} 

survivability to those DODIN-enabled missio ·cal tas~ t!.nd function~r ,/ FHQ-DODIN will 
direct actions to ~rovide and pr~!~~ the DODI <~~j.g~o! operational f~!.uirements and 
to secure and actively defend an

1
2J19.f?JN dependel'\ij~f 'outs,de the supported 

commander's or directors author~, ca'i:>~,~~lities, anW~~e~city. 

2. Integrate Planning a~~,;~e~ution. JF.-i~ DODl~f l ~§rates B Q~!N Ops and DCO-IDM 
planning and exec ·'·o.inl9~~~mbataril~im :.iS.(Q!.~~, Agency, and Field Activity 
(CC/S/A/FA) opef,, ~·. s as a's.lQported ar'it ·. , ing co.(mnand. 

JFHQ-DODIN c·oQ,N,.ctS plar'lrg in acco .11. ce with U.S. Strategic Command 
(USSTRATCOM) and fl.~i, Y '···· · and (l.J: · BERCOM) roles as supported commands. 
JFHQ- • ·• ;iJ~!;0Rubli~ ·'ijr. . .. ~r . e global "Secure, Operate, and Defend 
th mfssi '' der'~~

1
~nd wit :)t .. , of the full-spectrum cyberspace 

op "" ... .. n order, Op , Jon G · .. · TOR AR~~R. As a supporting command, JFHQ-DODIN 
will pJ(r\,Jp integrate D~g'J~ Ops' . pCO-IDM in support of CC/SI A/FA plans and 
operatioii$. JfHQ-DODIN°~gij regior·laJ:.OODIN Commands, if established, will build DODIN 
Ops and DCOlJQJA actions a'¢~ activities into CCMD plans from the ground up. 

In executie>tttFHQ-DO i.~·'·serves simultaneously as a supported and supporting 
command. JFHo'.!tt~.QIN J"' .. ,, · as a supported command for the "Secure, Operate, and 
Defend the DODIN" 'ri\iMJgJlo synchronize and deconflict DODIN Ops and DCO-IDM actions 
and activities globally. Asya supporting command, JFHQ-DODIN directs DODIN Ops and 
DCO-IDM actions and activities that are outside the scope of the supported CC/S/ A/FA 
authority and ability to influence. At the operational level of war, JFHQ-DODIN seeks to 
support and to reinforce, not to replace CC/S/A/FA DODIN Ops and DCO-IDM efforts. To be 
successful in both roles, JHFQ-DODIN must ensure the following: 
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a. Global (enterprise-wide) overwatch - DODIN Ops and DCO-IDM actions and 

activities are in accordance with the DODIN's defensive posture and how we fight as 

a Joint Force. 
b. Interdependent actions between DoD Components are coordinated and 

synchronized in time and space to meet operational requirements. 

c. DODIN Ops and DCO-IDM are integrated into the supported command/agency plans 

and operations - providing greater understanding of effects (good and bad) on 

mission assurance. 

d. DODIN Ops and DCO-IDM supporting tasks are identJfjed and assigned to those DOD 

Component forces best postured to execute thp~~it asks. 
, ... ~ ;;.;;.>f, ;·.' 

. ·" ., . r. ~ . ',}, 

3. Synchronize and Deconflict Global, Regional, and FunctiorlalDODIN Ops and DCO-IDM. The 

"Secure, Operate and Defend the DODIN" mi~~!9n requires Commander, JFHQ-DODIN 
(CDRJFHQ-DODIN) to act simultaneously a~,ij~~h a supported and,;5,y,pporting commander. 

Global and functional operational requirliiil~ts for DODIN Ops aki/);J.,CO-IDM are steady-
'{t.t-t~,c: ',;'\/- 1-,, 

state and continuous, they are global In natii~r:enterprJ~:-wlde, anilli},f!?ftr/cably linked to 
DOD activities. In accordance wilh CDRUSSTRAt GQ,~ ,,Yp,f,fled Command Pt)~o (UCP)
assigned responsibility and CDRQ$~YJ3,~RCOM auth(if\t,yand direction, CDRJFHQ-DODIN 

serves as a supported commandJrtf rnf!.~t these glob'~) c!!ld functional operational 
requirements for all DOD Componet1l,5,. Con¢1,1rr,ently, as \asked by CDRUSCYBERCOM, 

:-· - I·- · ·_.- ' 

CDRJFHQ-DODIN ser\feS, a5, a supportlqg ~omrrtan,d~rto designated DOD Component 

commanders or dir, ,~oi'stOJT)eet regid t,~land f\}Jl ~i(in~Joperational requirements. To do 

so, JFHQ-DODIN ,!,f.56iiciles gl(?~jl, regiori~J,,, ,r,;AJunctionaJ,priorities by synchronizing and 
deconflicting DOD1tf qps and O;~p-lDM adiq,'ij$ and activities. As forward extensions of 

JFHQ-DODIN, regionaf DQPl~.,qamu,~nds sy~{hronize and deconflict regional DODIN Ops 

and D~~ i lR'M,t~pns arid;: "'itles Uq~,; phe t19ical control (TACON) of the geographic 

co~"'! $iirifcommln9~r. iF ·w,-QODIN i.i~e~i, .,mjssfon-based, threat-focused operational 
apprp~ch that seekiitc:, p(ojed ~O~,Protect the DODIN to meet supported commands/ 

agend~~;~perational ne~~by co"'biping the capabilities of defensive cyberspace forces 
(e.g., Cybef ;protection Fo·r~!~, lncidet\,t ,Response Teams (IRT), Computer Emergency 

Response Te~u:n~ (CERT), Ref reams, Computer Network Defense Service Providers (CNDSP) 

and DODIN Ops eJ~ments) ip~ays that are complementary, mutually reinforcing, and 
aligned to support q,gp Cqnjponent missions. Through its command relationships, JFHQ

DODIN furthers an agii~;,:u~ified, and responsive defense in depth. As with other 

operational domains, JFHQ-DODIN escalates those competing priorities that cannot be 

resolved at the operational-level. 

4. Direct and Assess the Defensive Posture of the DODIN. As directed by USCYBERCOM, JFHQ
DODIN directs and verifies the defensive posture of the DODIN to achieve a high state of 

cybersecurity readiness consistent across the whole of the DODIN. The defensive posture is 
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109 dynamic, responsive to mission needs, evolving threats, and the operating characteristics4 

110 of a man-made domain. Assessments complement the DODI N's defensive posture by 
111 verifying a high state of cybersecurity readiness that is mission-based and threat-focused. 
112 Mission-based, threat-focused cybersecurity readiness changes the focus of CC/S/ A/FA 
113 assessments from measuring strictly compliance to gauging operational risk as a function of 
114 mission-impact, threat, and vulnerability. Cybersecurity readiness assesses compliance-as it 
115 relates to the information systems, networks, and data on which organizational missions 
116 depend. 
117 
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5. Produce and Disseminate lntelli ence Tailored for DOD sand DCO IDM. The JFHQ-
DODIN will collect and analyze operationally relev~Qf t . ation on the DODIN. This is 

··<·• w:,t· 
battlefield or combat information5 gleaned from, t li~IDOD .·. ~Jue space); it is fused with 
intelligence reports about threats to and vul ., r.ibilities in th}<'_,., IN to provide a more 
accurate picture of the operating environ ., nd support pre intelligence to inform 
the DODIN's defensive posture, OODIN O . . d active and passive , 00-IDM. These 
information and intelligence feeds are conti.t(t· ly agg ~~ed, anal~ fit,f nd correlated to 
provide a current picture of the ~R~rating envi , 'duce intellig~~,products, and 
refine the Joint Intelligence Pre~~\\~n of the Op , . Environment (JIPOE). These 
products characterize the threat aijtth°$ pperating e· _'f 9riment, and they are disseminated 
to support DoD component DODIN, Op~ and f?~~IDM. irf\bts fashion, intelligence drives 
operations, while op~r~t.i9.Qs produce 1informati6fiJflat yields tr~ater intelligence. 

~)_·J,t~U<~ttf~{{~~-:. ;iQ-, -A:~~fA~~~~ Yi~·,, ., :('.ff~ 

Purpose To plan, dir'lfi. ~nd •Y1.~s> .. nize gt'jfrinal, a~ nctional DODIN Operations 
and DCO-IDM in suppt>\ i f'.fDOD C!Ji'ponent niit,J~ns. 

' ... ' . . . ·. ~\•t"; [~ ,, . . !\\'{,,.;, 

Method ltif~J>J~i~ ill est . ·oontl1)~ ~ ref,Ji9nship with all DOD Compo_nents th~t 
condu -\ · J DIN Ops 'IQ~~f0-1 • ·zA~ achiev'!':Q@!~ of command and promote unity of action. 
In corri .. e with direcll, ;f\from·lflJ,YBERCOM;~FHQ-DODIN will operate simultaneously as a 
supporte "bd supporting ·ctr: ancl'iotm,eet global, regional, and functional requirements. To 

·h .l(-;;_;fi-'-- '. "' · _'.! :~~ 

exercise its ca'fi1,nand and co. .1 functfc:fi\s, JFHQ-DODIN synchronizes and deconflicts DODIN 
Ops and DCO-ID~:-:'.i~ions and · ities globally that provide, project, secure, and actively 
defend the DODlf~~\ ~ ional D . N Commands serve as a forward extension of JFHQ-DODIN 
under TACON of the :bmbatant Commander to synchronize and deconflict regional 
DODIN Ops and DCO-ID ,, : -DODIN directs the movement and maneuver of organic 
cyberspace forces. When b'~st postured, uniquely qualified, and as directed by higher 

4 Those military characteristics that pertain primarily to the functions to be performed by equipment, either alone 
or in conjunction with other equipment; e.g., for electronic equipment, operational characteristics include such 
items as frequency coverage, channeling, type of modulation, and character of emission. JP 5-0. 
5 Time sensitive information is treated as "combat information" defined in JP 2-01 as "unevaluated data, gathered 
by or provided directly to the tactical commander which, due to its highly perishable nature or the criticality of the 
situation, cannot be processed into tactical intelligence in time to satisfy the user's tactical intelligence 
requirements." 
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headquarters, JFHQ-DODIN exercises TACON of USCYBERCOM Service Component 
Headquarters; a supported/supporting relationship with combatant commands; an adjacent 
command relationship with designated organizations operating enclaves on the DODIN based 
on unique authorities, roles, and missions; and Directive Authority for Cyberspace Operations 
(DACO) over all other DoD Components. JFHQ-DODIN conducts intelligence operations that 
collect and analyze battlefield (or combat) operational information, aggregate information and 
intelligence reports, and produce and disseminate operational intelligence relative to the 
mission, threat, and operating environment. 

Endstate Successful implementation of this CON OPS is d~sjcj&~d as follows: JFHQ-DODIN 
achieves unity of command and promotes unified action I~YboD Components conducting 
DODIN Ops and DCO-IDM on the DODIN as it currently~~ists :;; ,1'0, federated, tiered state, 
comprised of Service and Agency systems, netwqrkS{and data in a rnjJitary operational domain; 
JFHQ-DODIN and regional DODIN CommandsJ,f~6~tured to projeefl~~ protect the DODIN in 
Joint Operational Areas (JOA); defensive cybef(l}lce forces' actions arid~~~iyities are 
synchronized to actively defend DOD Componeri{i~tq,issionst lijsks, and f lin~,iRns that depend 
on access to and effective operation$,on the DODi'Nf · ·, gyberspace is s~~~:(~d and 
defended in depth from boundary t~}i<>,§t .levels by int ... ,,, g cyberspace ocdj1DM forces, 
sensors, and systems in an appropri~t~·.d~f~n$ive postur~i)n~ known or likely threats to the 
DODIN and their impact to military op~fatioris ,~ft ,iJfentifielf~nd mitigated to enable power 
projection and freedom of action across:~n warftght{flg ~omairti ,.·, . . . "'·' ;, _, 

;,',{::,,;\{ ;/:: 

Operational Approath Hn st~~cfy;~ate op~rf · ··i~i~HQ~i56QlN conducts DODIN Ops and 
'iffii...~,}', . ·--~1J/_-. . '"d 

DCO-IDM at the oper~tJgn,al level qffr'ar in su ,,·"";.' of all DOD Components. While DODIN Ops 
and DCO-IDM ~ay be tr~i'f~:~. as ~lftl?~,Jines of~~~rations/effort, they are mutually 
reinforci~g~J\'~i (JA~JX~ a cdnf~fff'~@fto'" · ·· ronftl1.fnd deconflict actions and activities 
globall,¥:) ~ ·~·sub'o"rct'i~~t,! com"ff:\jJJ,~ to US · .;~~~pM, JFHQ-DODIN will accomplish objectives 
and asst~~d tasks asso~lll!:!~ witff:g:~!"'PLAN s{)3g "Secure, Operate, and Defend the DODIN," 
by empldf [~l·~ mission-bas~~f,f hre: t ;;.l~f~Sed operational approach that uses engagement 
criteria and ·gr~yps DOD Com'fif(),ents hy'~~thorities, roles, and missions. This approach 
combines com~fqID,f ntary D00:{ij,Ops and DCO-IDM actions and activities to protect DOD 
component missioris>l;:1sks, an : · ctions enabled by the DODIN against known and likely 
threats. JFHQ-DODIN'i!~~rag , .•DRUSSTRATCOM UCP-assigned mission authorities delegated 
through USCYBERCOM tO~~~f~fite joint functions Command and Control (C2); Movement and 
Maneuver; and Intelligence t6' promote unified action across the DODIN and to support DOD 
Component mission assurance. 

Engagement Criteria When the Secretary of Defense (SECDEF) directed CDRUSCYBERCOM to 
establish JFHQ-DODIN, it completed a larger C2 Framework that provided operational and 
tactical level oversight for full-spectrum cyberspace operations (Offensive Cyberspace 
Operations (OCO), Defensive Cyberspace Operations (DCO), and DODIN Operations (DODIN 
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Ops). JFHQ-DODIN was delegated authority for operational and tactical level planning, 
execution, and oversight for global DODIN Ops and DCO-IDM. 

The span of control associated with JFHQ-DODIN authority exceeds 50 organizations 
(CC/S/A/FA). An optimal span of control is between five and seven organizations. To make the 
span of control feasible, JFHQ-DODIN uses engagement criteria to determine how best to 
exercise command through the authorities vested in CDRJFHQ-DODIN for the "Secure, Operate, 
and Defend the DODIN" mission. The engagement criteria bound JFHQ-DODIN DODIN Ops and 
DCO-IDM and preserve capabilities and capacity in order to apply them at the decisive time and 
place. It is best expressed as three questions in which an affj,r,m.~$ive response to any one 
question meets the JFHQ-DODIN engagement criteria to coo«Wa: DODIN Ops and DCO-IDM 

• • • • .·_ "·'•·:1'.: 
actions and act1v1t1es. ,-'}rt,wt, 

1) Is JFHQ-DODIN uniquely postured and elJ).pP,Wered (authQf~f;!d) to perform them? 
2) Are they more effectively executed ac;-'ld:{tlhe whole ofthlQl;)QIN (enterprise-wide) 

through JFHQ-DODIN engagement? ,tfJ..L. ··'i!'.~ '. 
·J,\1,~ 

3) Has higher headquarters (CDRUSCYBER~,M) directt;;d._them? "',fr,,, 
, 'I f.;f '~\ /1,i~(Jri: '·if\ :)r 

Grou in DOD Com onents b Comffio ,Aoles Missfori~·;J~'H Authorities JFHQ-t)ODIN groups 
DOD Components (CC/S/A/FA) into g~9~jjl9!;,t'.~ins" basi:,:)~I) authorities, roles, and missions. 

Along with the engagement criteria dei¢$\bed -a~gl':~, these b}Dt::freate a feasible span of 
control by enabling CDRJ~~q~poDIN to f qr C2 fuq~gp,s to th~.~~r.nmon authorities, roles, 
and missions of each b}!;?(;Wit,fi,i his under ~,",din , · ~fl;J ~0001.N establishes a C2 
relationship with ea. · ill .·· S/ A/F . exercise ''/,,. nal I~ ·-2. There is no change to 

CC/S/A/FA authorities . :,01N Ops .. .CO-IDM a ions and activities - to secure, 
•· erspac .the DODIN. Each organization brings 

.·. : c~.~n ,N replicated and su~tained at JFHQ-
geme eni }''JFHQ-DODIN exercises TACON of . ~ ... 

...,, ·~ en '.' :,l!dquarte ;::;:a supported/supporting relationship with 
combatan( mmands; an' ent cc(fi>lPand relationship with designated organizations 
operating e" · ~s on the D · '~. based ~t!.unique authorities, roles, and missions; and 
Directive Autho ' . . or Cyberspt~S Operations (DACO) over all other OoD Components. JFHQ

DODIN exercises t .. ~ ;authori~f.if :to synchronize, deconflict, and direct DODIN Operations and 
DCO-IDM for those actf~J!~ a.24!itivities that are DODIN-wide; beyond the scope, authority, 
and capability of any on'f/fl,f/ti,/ A/FA; and directed by CDRUSCYBERCOM. 

Key Tasks 

1. Exercise operational level C2 of DOD Components to achieve unity of command for global 
DODIN Ops and DCO-IDM. 
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225 2. Provide and project the DODIN and secure and actively defend DODIN-dependencies in 
226 support of DoD Components' mission essential tasks and functions to contribute to mission 
227 assurance. 
228 
229 3. Produce and disseminate intelligence on threats and DODIN vulnerabilities to secure and 
230 defend critical information, Cyber Key Terrain (C-KT), Defense Critical Infrastructure 
231 Program (DCIP} assets, and Critical Infrastructure/Key Resources (Cl/KR) on the DODIN. 
232 
233 4. Synchronize DODIN defense in depth (from DODIN bouncl~rY to individual systems) to clear 
234 adversary and unauthorized activities on the DODIN and.ii assure operational forces the 
235 ability to freely maneuver and project power. · ;, 

236 

237 5. Integrate DODIN operations and DCO-IDM in glP.bal, regional, aoct functional plans and 
238 operations in order to establish cyberspac~ §~periority. · . 
239 
240 
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250 
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254 
255 
256 
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260 
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~ ,' . . 

Command and Control 
. /' ; ,·, 

The JFHQ-DODIN mission m~Qa~,~s a commarlcHjJ~tionship with all Doi) Components 
to include those not assigned to CDRU~STRAJ(;OM. JFHCl-PPPIN exercises its C2 functions as 
an operational level headquarters on thi! poblN ~ ~s it existstocJ~y, while prepared to modify 

this CONOPS in support 9f ch.ar1ges to the QPDIN and) s t_~e DOD prpgresses toward the Joint 

Information Environm,e'q((JIEf@O~~tate. Tn~:QOqtt;f~fia~l~-~ .~aily"mission-critical tasks and 
functions for the ent\~tpoD. Acc§.t~ingly, JFij~~.Q~ DIN's dGS $teady-state operations as a 

supported and supporti.{tf,f omma9~g.,are in Phiil~::~ of the Joint Campaign, "Dominate." 

JFHQ-C>QC>IN will pl,ti, ex!~,~l~i ~trect, cciqf~inate, and assess the execution of global 
DODIN ~R,S, ·~rjg;J?.~QdJ.?M irl°c.q~f~)'natioh ~ itb.all b;i;>, components (CC/S/A/FA). This includes 
suppoJ:tttttfie largef:i:),9 p ,C2 fr~ffl~"."ork integr~!f~lall Enterprise Operations Centers (EOC)
when esf~!>lished - and gl~~~I EOC·"{~.EpC) functf&tis and activities; sensor and Computer 
Network·D~{~l'.lse {CND) to61iprograms;'~pd CNDSP efforts. In this role, JFHQ-DODIN fills a 
critical gap ifffb~ ,DOD's oper~ 19 pal comffiand structure for full-spectrum cyberspace 
operations (Col: JfHQ-DODIN''s-/ g le as an operational level headquarters, balancing global, 
regional, and fundi~frc;1I prioriti,iifror DODIN Ops and DCO-IDM, enables more effective C2 

across the three linelbf:~9 (gg'~/DCO, and DODIN Ops). 
Based on the scop~?te:IYe, and complexity of the DODIN, JFHQ-DODIN exercises 

operational level C2 authorftles to synchronize DODIN Ops and DCO-IDM to enable 
Commanders/Directors mission essential tasks and functions. DOD Components possess 
individuals and cyberspace forces with the knowledge, skills, and abilities to identify their 
unique DODIN-enabled mission dependencies. For this reason, DOD Components conduct 
DODIN Ops and DCO-IDM for the respective systems, networks, and data within their 
cyberspace on the DODIN. It would be infeasible for JFHQ-DODIN to replicate this expertise. 
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The DODIN is currently a multi-tiered, federated, and interconnected network of 
networks in which one DOD Component's authority and infrastructure rely upon another DOD 
Component's authority and infrastructure and so on. The scope, scale, and complexity increase 
multifold when the DODIN is projected into a Joint, lnteragency, Intergovernmental, and 
Multinational (JIIM) operational area to support a Mission Partner Environment (MPE). As part 
of DODIN Ops, JFHQ-DODIN synchronizes actions 
and activities across these seams in authority and 
infrastructure to empower Commanders to fully 
employ the DODIN in support of military 
operations. Implied in this task is the requirement 
to concurrently secure and proactively defend the 
DODIN through DCO-IDM. 

Two key questions must be answered 

when projecting the DODIN into an area 

of operations; (1) what mission threads 

(Service, Joint, Coalition, IC, lnteragency, 

etc.) does the commander need to 

accomplish the mission; and (2) what 

JFHQ-DODIN's subordinate regional DOD~ kt classification are the networks 
Commands are a forward extension of JFHQ-Q.@i91~ containing those threads? - .. r,,. , 
and serve two primary purposes; (1) to enable · 

The Afghan Mission Network, 

predecessor to the Mission Partner 

Environment (MPE) contained eight 

mission threads. They were classified up 

to Mission SECRET to provide the 

JFHQ-DODIN to exercise a C2 framework that 
simultaneously meets global and regjonal 

commander's priorities, and (2) to p(~f~lp..~te in 
the supported commander's battle rh\1~m i pfylly 
integrate DODIN Ops and DCO-IDM intQ~(?Jans a.od 
operations. In this capacL,t(! {tgional DOll~ · Combined Joint Force Commander the 
Commands provide S!A,bljj,M,).J;J expertfif ~C?,n . . /, ability to fight with all coalition forces 

DODIN Ops and DCO!!~ that f ~li\ithin th~ ('tf :-;•ti across the joint functions- C2, 
supported commandei'wthon ' "' well as '-",;:> Intelligence, Fires, Maneuver, Force 
reachback to JFHQ-DODlN41~ iz~ those'W.~J . Protection, and Sustainment. 
supportin , · .,. ,~ acti"' all~L~J~e it~,:r'. --------------
the su~ , '. '·ajlq~r's a ty. "t(; .·:::~ ·.' 

<ijij!onal DODINil'ITan ~}!'·g her ml,~t"~ risk to mission for CDRJFHQ-DODIN whose 
span of cort:tf~~ exceeds SO ~~ corrlp.ijoo_nts (CC/S/ A/FA). As an operational level 
headquartefsi~J;tQ-DODIN m{~,.maintaf!t effective situational awareness (SA). Geographic 
CCMDs pose thEfBttatest risk t&jA due to dispersed basing, operating locations, and joint 
operational areas'ti\~-{ eside ~lffin the CCMDs AOR. Establishing regional DODIN Commands 
as forward extensions'.qL~fH W DIN, under the Combatant Commander's TACON authority, 
and embedded in the ba~t hm, improves CDRJFHQ-DODIN situational understanding and 
mitigates risk to mission. Fi · her, regional DODIN Commands forward presence facilitates a 
close working relationship with the Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) field 
commands, Service forces and elements, and Agency personnel who are also positioned 
forward. The regional DODIN Commands' Area of Support (AOS) corresponds to the supported 
commanders' Area of Responsibility (AOR) and their line of communication with JFHQ-DODIN 
strengthens the ability to simultaneously meet global, regional, and functional priorities. 
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Movement and Maneuver 

As a man-made operational domain, cyberspace is unique in the movement and 
maneuver of forces. In traditional operational domains - sea, air, land, and space, the Joint 
Force operates within the existing domain. Cyberspace terrain can be created. In fact, it must 
be created to support our ability to project the military instrument of national power in 
response to requirements for military operations (JP 3-0). This is a critical aspect of DODIN Ops, 
specifically the ability to project the DODIN in a secure, defensible manner to support the 
movement and maneuver of cyberspace forces that actively g~f~nd the warfighting capabilities 

·f:i ·,./!t''. .\ ,: 
of the Joint Force. . ·. ·,: .. \"' 

JFHQ-DODIN synchronizes and deconflicts the mov~rnint and maneuver of cyberspace 
.': .(,. .~ t.r. . :,r "·f·' 

forces both physically and logically to conduct DODIN 'Ops and 'O(;Q-IDM. As part of DODIN 
Ops, JFHQ-DODIN supports the Joint Force's ope.n~i)gnal reach b\i.~t~yiding DODIN-enabled 
capabilities and projecting the DODIN into op~ "'·'' -~fial areas. At the·~ft!_rational level of war, 
cyberspace forces are tasked to control operal i .. lly significant areas bl\b~ DODIN and 

conduct DCO-IDM and operational assessment??I~sgitional ~~gporting a1

~i(~rmand-linked 
tactical tasks for DODIN Ops and DCO-IDM may be'i s~ignec;[6~sed on missiorf analysis. The 
secure configuration of the DODIN ~1-YJt~.~ctive def;J~~1jtf''~ontinuous securft/measures; 
they remain an implied task for DOD1~ _(?Ps:~Q~. DCO-IDM ~~ipns and activities. As a supported 
or supporting command, JFHQ-DODIN aJsq dife~~ the move~~!'l.t and maneuver of its own 
organic cyberspace forces ~o meet globa'i, :regio~af, ;~J)d functie>h;,:i 9perational requirements. 

Mission, ene~y':'-~'gd -fV~irc~pace tJf~jr CC>.P*'~~r@fI~;Qf arffombined with the 
availability, readine~~~!/.fi~ capaHi,ij!x of cybe(~ll,£~:;forces as ~'JI as mission timelines to outline 
CDRJFHQ-DODIN's sita·,wpal undtJtanding a~!:;!<> drive decisions as to the movement and 

maneuver of cyb_erspace '+'9ir5~s (~,J:~_l~TT-T). Mi~~l~n-based movement and maneuver for 

DODIN O . -"•~ ;~f~~,1~M is 'qJf:fcfitt t~ p:(~~;, ,~\_setj{Jf. ~~d actively def~nd t~o~e informa!ion 
system, . . arks, an.~2gtta tfial2r.?v1de cr if 1¢..~:tf;:~pab1ht1es to accomplish m1ss1on-essent1al 
tasks al( Joint functiori~i:W~en DQJ?.t~ Ops project the DODIN into a Joint Operations Area 
(JOA), mov~h)ent and mane~v~r plaht)_ip_g considerations must include those Joint Forces 
needed to sik~tssfully extendJh~ DOcitNJn a secure and defensible manner. In support of 
CC/S/ A/FA Phas~_':9-J~perations/ipj,ssion-based movement and maneuver focuses on how best to 
position cyberspace;i~fensive ~J,es to provide, secure, and actively defend a command or 
agency's Joint Mission ·-~~ ,!!nt_i~JJ(ask List/Agency Mission Essential Task List (JMETL/AMETL) in 

~i. y ~~ '- .:,,,-~~,;;:. ~-r 

support of their steady-stijfejJtfivities, such as a combatant commands Theater Campaign Plan 
(TCP) or an agency's daily ~up-port activities. Enemy-focused movement and maneuver on the 
DODIN is conducted to achieve a positional (or temporal) advantage over a threat in order to 
defeat attacks along known or likely attack vectors. Movement and maneuver oriented on 
cyberspace terrain is driven by those DODIN assets deemed key (C-KT) or critical (DCIP assets 
and Cl/KR on the DODIN). It is aimed at defending or controlling these operationally significant 
areas of the DODIN. When terrain-focused, cyberspace defensive forces contribute to mission 
assurance by identifying vulnerabilities and hardening assets against attack. 
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Intelligence 

The greatest source of intelligence for DODIN Ops and DCO-IDM is derived from the 
operational information resident on the DODIN. JFHQ-DODIN collects and exploits this 
information for operations and to produce and disseminate intelligence. Time-sensitive 
information that requires immediate reporting and action to secure and defend the DODIN is 
triaged on collection as part of JFHQ-DODIN's information management. This is a requirement 
for all organizations that operate on the DODIN as codified in the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff Manual {CJCSM) 6510.0lB. In conjunction with its re sibilities to integrate the JIE 
CONOPS, tools programs, and CNDSP efforts into a single ework, JFHQ-DODIN 
aggregates and analyzes cyber incident reporting and tr lysis to identify risks to the 
DODIN; direct forces and systems in incident responset J · ess, and verify the defensive 
posture of the DODIN; and identify enterprise-widtJiP~·bility g· "$ .. 

Intelligence for DODIN Ops and DCO-l~f{~G-ires a collabo'tljtv~ environment in which 
information and intelligence is shared betwe~nl~D Components. JFRl~ODIN adheres to the 

axiom "intelligenc~ dr.ives operations: a_s wel, corolla ; operatio':'i~§':'.:.I~ .intelligence" to 
fuse all sources of information and mtelhgence. JFFf~io ) ~verages its ccL .~nd 
relationships in a delib.erat~ and coi~wt process t6 f ~ f ate ~nd exam_ine ni' ormati?n from 
all sources a~d across mtelhgence d1s~ ut~ie asse~s tft~RJ?~rat,~nal environment. This 
approach rehes on an all-source approa,iq, for ,~y

1
~ 1on an·a~fJys1s and draws on the 

complementary strength~pJ intelligence ~!s: ipline·~"~i.f r,ovide ~--~ .. t~curate and comprehensive 
picture of threat activi '~ -~ ·~,J)ODIN. BER<;,p',M · _ direcf{Jaison authority (DIRLAUTH) 
with all United Stat · ml%\ USG) de "l?~l1J.ljtt'an § ~ies and has established a 
liaison exchange wit ed Int ence co·mmunity (IC) p~ ners. In addition, IC 
organizations have form' : e Jo teragenctJi::?rdination Group (JIACG) for cyberspace. 
JFHQ-DOD , in thi.§~l elationships to create a collaborative 
enviro11 · ·, ·.·' ,, es r n'~ 'rinformation and intelligence sharing, and 

opera~ ,~~ coordinati~~~~-d e ·purpose of the "Secure, Operate, and 

Defend t ~~~DIN" m1ss1on~ rr ,_;, c: 
::,;~_ ·~ '"';"' 

Fires, Sustainm·~ t. and Force "rotection · 
'"':'%(¥~. tiltl/'K~ 

\J?~S;. . :ii ~}\~ · 
While JFHO-DfBDLt-!'s J ; l is derived from the previous joint functions, the remaining 

joint functions - Fires, ~~ . ,:: .• , t, and Force Protection - play important roles 1n JFHQ-DODIN 
planning and execution. · ,.,i· 

JFHQ-DODIN can support fires delivered in and through cyberspace by providing 
technical target intelligence to develop and select aimpoints in support of advanced target 
development. JFHQ-DODIN can also support the fires process through operational risk 
assessments and the combat a~sessment process by providing potential or actual battle 
damage assessment {BOA) against the DODIN. While fires are not delivered on the DODIN, an 
active defense may achieve the same effects (e.g., deny, manipulate) through defensive 
counter-infiltration (hunt) and countermeasures. These actions are planned, scheduled, 
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390 executed, and assessed using the same processes for requesting and scheduling deliberate and 
391 dynamic fires through the cyberspace tasking cycle (CTC). 
392 Sustainment of DODIN Ops and DCO-IDM deals with provisioning the resources needed 
393 to maintain and prolong operations until mission accomplishment. Resources for DODIN Ops 
394 and DCO-IDM include the forces, materiel, and capabilities needed for the mission. JFHQ-
395 DODIN applies organic resources and coordinates additional resources as directed to ensure 
396 sustainment. As a subordinate headquarters to USCYBERCOM, JFHQ-DODIN participates in the 
397 Cyber Requirements Investment Board (CRIB) process through the Integrated Capabilities 

398 Requirements Working Group (ICRWG) and Integrated Priority :b!~t (IPL) submissions to identify 
399 and champion operational needs for resourcing the Joint f pfte:t6 conduct DODIN Ops and 

400 DCO-IDM. JFHQ-DODIN's close working relationship wit~Of~Aensures capability-based 
401 requirements remain in the fore for developmental tesf-arid ev;~tv~tion. As required, JFHQ-
402 DODIN seeks the authority to use capabilities (top}$) to support Operational requirements and 
403 to access sensitive information systems, netwQtks/ and data. 
404 DODIN Ops and DCO-IDM inherently sqp:riort force protection ·by prpjecting and 

405 protecting DODIN-enabled capabilities and activftJes that enc9rnpass operatJonal (warfighting) 

406 capabilities, "man, train, and equip" ~ervice functidns, ~n~ ij~sfr1ess activities!pyolving DOD 
407 and the defense industrial base (DIB). Like all security 'ille~sures, cybersecurity is continuous 
408 and integral to DODIN Ops and DCO-IDM. Cypersecurity ptqtects and preserves the force by 

409 preventing exploitation of the informati611, intelU$ence, and dai~ that provide operational and 
410 technological advantage. JFHQ-DODIN mjssion encorop~,sses force protection and the 

411 necessary actions anq ~~ivitie~ that prote~ the av~i(jbifiW, Jr1tegr1ty, authentication, 
412 confidentiality and ne>Jitepudiati6r'l of DOD systeq1s, netwdrks, and data against external 
413 (natural and man-made) and internal (insider) t~i'~ats. 
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